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Brakes, near Redford, MI



											
												
													After taking it to another repair shop to fix brakes for $700.00, they weren't fixed at all cause I got into an accident soon after.  The pedal was going to the floor.  Steven replaced with new brakes himself after we just spent $700 already.   He ultimately found much more was going on then just the brakes and pads.  Steve called a couple of places and he was referred to Advanced Auto Center.  They found that the ABS Hydraulic pump needed to be replaced and I really appreciate all their time and effort.  I trust them with my beloved car (a 2011 Ford Fusion).  
I'll be taking it back to them to fix the air conditioner since they also repair that as well.    We had that fixed by another repair shop a few years ago.  
Amazing job to the Advanced Auto Center crew.  

												


												Steve B. and Tammy M.
, 08/12/2023
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													I've been taking my vehicles to Jon and his team for at least 5 years. The team always performs excellent research on providing the best deals, and even if you find something more comparable, they never hesitate to accommodate! Service is always fast! I've never been without my vehicle more than a day. I appreciate thier expertise and customer loyalty.

												


												Crystal C.
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						join our team


						We are currently on the lookout for the following:	
				
	General Service Technician



							click here
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						Get free Coupons


						Take advantage of these great offers!

					

					
						
							
                                                             								
									
										
											
												
													Special Offer $20 OFF
												

											


											
											
										

										
											Mention our website and get $20 Off your next repair of more than $100
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						25167 W 8 Mile Rd
Redford, MI 48240

					
	
						

							313-535-0500

						
					








Call today at 313-535-0500 or come by the shop at 25167 W 8 Mile Rd, Redford, MI, 48240. Ask any car or truck owner in Redford who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Advanced Auto Center.
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